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ABSTRACT

A possible cost-effective method for processing
Ni-base alloys by relatively simple steps was success-
fully developed.

The process, very simple and fast, was effected
through: melting or remelting of fully alloyed master
alloys then atomization to produce high yields of fully
alloyed fine powders; conversion of the fine powders
to flakes by attrition then ball milling to incorporate
the very fine refractory oxide particles. Excellent
dispersion of the oxides, viz. Al20 , Y 03 and Y-Al-0 3was obtained, resulting in a particle diameter of 210
to 790 0A and an interparticle spacing that was less than
0.2p.

Two types of alloys were processed; an experimental
solid solution alloy with a high chromium content (20 w/o)
and a high volume fraction y' superalloy (IN 100).
Significant contamination by Cr2 03, TiO or Al2 03 never
occured. It was established that the oxide dispersion
stabilized (ODS) superalloy had 59.1 v/o y' after
processing.

The as-extruded bar had submicron size equiaxed
grains, with a substructure that was highly worked and
strained, containing a high dislocation density. This
fine grain structure contributed to extremely high
room temperature strength, with stress rupture strength
that increased with increasing oxide content and with
combination precipitation strengthening and oxide
stabilizing.
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Using a solid state crystal growing process
named ZAP (Zone Aligned Polycrystals), large columnar
grains with (100) fiber texture and a high grain aspect
ratio (GAR) were produced. Stress rupture testing
of ZAP product indicated that this material is approx-
imately twice as strong as the same material given a
conventional recrystallization heat treatment and
about four times stronger than the as-extruded
material. The ODS superalloy gave a 1093 0 C/100 hour
rupture stress of 22 ksi (152 MPa). Stress rupture
ductilities of ZAP products varied between 2 and 9%.

Thesis Supervisor: Nicholas J. Grant

Title: ABEX Professor of Advanced Materials
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

It has long been appreciated by aircraft engine

manufacturers that increasing the turbine inlet temperature

offers attractive advantages in aircraft turbine perform-

ance and economy. A significant amount of improvement

in the turbine inlet temperature has been made possible

by advances in material capability. One of the most

demanding parts in the gas turbine is the first stage

turbine blade, which is subjected to severe combinations

of stress, thermal shock, low cycle fatigues, time and

temperature in a hostile environment. Present day

turbine blade alloys are nickel-rich solid solution

matrices hardened primarily by coherently ordered y'

precipitates (1). Dissolution and coarsening of y'

impose an upper limit on the alloy operating temperature

of the current turbine blades, despite advances in

process technologies such as directional solidification

columnar and single crystal structures (2).

Oxide dispersed (OD) (also oxide dispersion stabil-

ized, ODS) alloys have attracted great attention as

advanced high temperature materials, because they can

retain useful strength levels up to a relatively high

fraction of their melting temperatures (3). The high

temperature strength of OD alloys is due to the presence



of fine, uniformly dispersed, stable oxide particles.

These oxide particles lead to direct strengthening by

acting as barriers to dislocation motion (4,5,6).

Further, indirect strengthening arises because the

oxide particles can stabilize the final grain size and

shape following thermomechanical processing and heat

treatment (5,6,7). Typically, the oxide particles act

in conjunction with a highly preferred orientation and

an elongated grain structure (high grain aspect ratio:

GAR).

In the past, oxide dispersion stabilization was

applied successfully primarily with pure metals such

as tungsten (8), aluminum (9), copper (10), nickel (11,

12), iron (13, 14), and many others. These early

developments have generated interest in applying ODS

principles to more complex alloy systems where solid

solutions, coherent phase precipitation, and sub-

structure strengthening may all interact.

The ability to combine the benefits of oxide

dispersion stabilization for high temperatures, and y'

strengthening for intermediate temperatures, was most

recently demonstrated using a mechanical alloying

process (15). Since the reported successes in 1970

(and later) by the International Nickel Company, the

mechanical alloying technique for preparing OD super-

alloys has been applied by numerous investigators (16-20).



The process is a high energy, dry milling process in

which a mixture of metal powders and master alloy

powders or particulates and very fine oxide particles

is subjected to continuous kneading, agglomerating,

fracturing, and rewelding in an energetic grinding ball

charge in an inert atmosphere.

Although these alloys have exhibited the best

mechanical properties and alloy stability at high

temperatures to date, the high cost of processing

restricts their use considerably.

The intent of this research program was to cost

effectively develop, process, and fully characterize

oxide dispersion stabilized Ni-base alloys. Full

characterization involved determining such parameters

as the oxide particle size, shape, and distribution,

the oxide (and y') volume fraction and their respective

interparticle spacings; the grain size, grain shape

and grain texture; the intragranular structure (i.e.,

the dislocation density and distribution).



CHAPTER II

History

Oxide dispersion stabilized alloys were believed to

owe their stability and strength to the incorporation of

ultrafine particles of a stable oxide; for example,

due to fine ThO2 particles in tungsten (8). Irmann's

(9) and Von Zeerleder's (78) discovery that aluminum

could be strengthened by its own oxide furthered still

greater interest in OD alloys. The elevated temperature

strength of SAP alloys was far superior to that of

conventional precipitation strengthened aluminum.

Studies by Grant et al (79,80) and Lenel et al (22)

showed that the strength of these alloys increased with

higher volume fraction of the fine oxide and with decreasing

interparticle spacing for alloys with uniformly dispersed

oxides. Bloch's (23) review summarized the earlier

work associated with the development of SAP materials.

Methods of Producing Oxide Dispersed (OD) Alloys

The majority of the OD alloy fabrication techniques

utilize fine powder materials in order to achieve a

uniform dispersion of fine oxide particles in the metal

matrix. Many of the more recent techniques combined

oxide dispersions with solid solution strengthening in

alloy systems free of highly reactive elements (oxide

formers). A brief review of the nature and limitations

of each of these techniques will be attempted here.



The SAP method employs metal powders which spontan-

eously form a thin adherent oxide film. During the

process of extensive deformation during consolidation,

the oxide film is fragmented and finely dispersed.

This technique has also been applied to magnesium (24),

tin (25), and zinc (26). This method is confined only

to simple two-phase systems.

Mechanical blending involves the direct mixing of

ultrafine metal powders with a much finer refractory

oxide powder. Although the oxide particle spacing is

largely restricted by the size of the initial metal

powders, this method has been successfully used to

produce a wide variety of dispersion strengthened

materials such as Cu (27), Ni (28-30), and Fe (31-33).

Powder sizes of less than 5p are required to obtain

satisfactory interparticle spacings. Powders this

fine containing y' formers such as aluminum and titanium

are very reactive because of their high specific

surface area, and excessive oxidation of aluminum and

titanium can ensue.

Thermal decomposition of inorganic salts (metal

and oxide forming salt, oxide plus metal forming salt,

or salt solutions of metals and oxides) which are then

decomposed to form a mixture of metal powders coated

with fine oxide particles has been used to manufacture

copper (34), nickel (35,35), and iron (31,37) OD alloys.
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Limitations in processing here are similar to those for

mechanical blending. Furthermore, the oxidizing potential

of the reaction products of the salt decomposition step

can create contaminating problems.

Direct reduction of the matrix element(s) in an

intimate mixture of metal oxides obtained by precipitation

from complex salts has been used to produce iron-

alumina alloys (13), and is currently used to produce

commercial Ni-thoria alloys (38). If chromium, aluminum,

titanium, and other refractory oxide formers are present

in the alloy matrix, reduction (hydrogen, for example)

is not possible because of the stability of oxides up

to the melting temperature of the alloys.

Internal oxidation, wherein oxygen is allowed to

diffuse into a noble metal or alloy matrix containing

a small quantity of a highly reactive oxide forming

element is an effective method of achieving fine oxide

dispersions. The dissolved oxygen selectively oxidizes

the reactive element(s), and forms a fine oxide dispersion

throughout the alloy. The source of oxygen may be from

the chemical equilibrium between water vapor and hydrogen,

between another metal and its oxide, or from the

reduction of the matrix elements natural surface oxide

(39). Since experimental research (12) verified that

the size of the dispersoid increases with depth of

penetration, and the rate of oxide penetration follows
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a parabolic rate law (8,12,40), it is important to use

the finest powders possible for internal oxidation and

to optimize all other variables. For an alloy containing

reactive y' forming elements such as aluminum and titanium

in nickel alloys, the oxygen potential could not be raised

above the extremely low values required to oxidize the

Al and Ti, as well as the Cr. Internal oxidation

techniques have been widely applied to many simple OD

alloys of which only a partial listing includes Fe-BeO

(41,42), Ni-Co-Mo-BeO (5,43), Fe-Al203 (32), Cu-Al203

(10,39,44), Ni-Al203, TiO2 , Cr 2 0 3 , SiO2 (12), Cu-SiO 2

(12) and Cu-BeO (45).

The mechanical alloying process exploits high

energyattrition or ball milling to intimately combine

a mixture of ductile metal powders with inert fine oxide

particles in an inert atmosphere. Because this process

is a "cold welding, cold alloying" process, the preparations

of the master alloy blends and the subsequent attrition

times are very long and expensive. Even though mechanical

alloying is the only fabrication technique to date

capable of combining oxide dispersion with the corrosion

resistance and intermediate temperature strength of

complex, highly alloyed materials, such as those with

large amounts of y' precipitates; and even though excellent

mechanical properties and alloy stability at high temp-

eratures were achieved; the process and products have



certain limitations, namely:

- reproducibility of structure and properties is a

problem

- scale up for large batch or continuous operation

is a serious inhibition

- preparation of special master alloys for complex

compositions entails high costs of production, and

more complex alloys will present greater problems.

Strengthening Parameters in OD Alloys

The effects of oxide particle size, interparticle

spacing and volume fraction on stress-rupture strength

values have been reported for a number of OD systems.

Various formulations relating the size, spacing, and

volume fraction of the oxide to strength have been

suggested and studied. Due to variations in grain size,

the grain aspect ratio, grain texture, the amount of

cold work or recrystallization, and because of differences

in the oxide size distribution, degree of dispersal,

thermodynamic stability, and shape, no single structural

relationship has thus far adequately described the

strengthening of OD alloys. An attempt is made here to

enumerate some of the more plausible relationships.

Grant and co-workers (21,29) have shown that rupture

strength is a reciprocal function of interparticle

spacing for fine grained, cold worked OD alloys. Assum-

ing that interparticle spacing, particle size and volume



fraction are uniform and can be interchanged (46), the

above relationship can be restated in terms of volume

fraction or average particle size. In general, stress

rupture strength increases as the volume fraction of

the dispersoid increases and as the interparticle

spacing decreases. Grant et al (14) demonstrated that

for oxide dispersion stabilization of iron which contain

4 to 10 volume percent Al20 3 or MgO, the stress rupture

strength increases with volume fraction of the oxide.

Additionally, the iron-alumina alloys were considerably

stronger than iron-magnesia alloys at equivalent volume

fraction of dispersoid. This was attributed to finer

particle size and smaller spacings of alumina.

Gatti (13) reported a higher stress rupture life

for an internally oxidized iron-alumina alloy as compared

to an alloy prepared by mixing iron and alumina powders.

Improved strength was attributed to a finer and more

uniform oxide particle spacing. Similarly, Hunkeler (42),

and Grant and Wolf (6) found that iron-beryllia alloys

produced by internal oxidation exhibited improved

elevated temperature strength with higher oxide content.

Studies by Wilcox and Clauer (47) suggested that

the creep rate of dispersion stabilized nickel is

controlled by the function A2/d v, where A is the inter-

particle spacing and dv represents the average oxide

particle size. Later work by Wilcox and Clauer (48)
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demonstrated that the grain aspect ratio (GAR), the

length of the grain divided by its diameter, can be

correlated to the stress rupture strength for both

cold worked and recrystallized dispersion strengthened

alloys up to GAR values of 14. Furthermore, work by

Petrovic and Ebert (49) on recrystallized TD-Ni

reported similar increases of elevated strength with

GAR.

Additional work by Benjamin and Bomford (50)

revealed a striking correlation between the 100-hr

rupture strength and GAR. They found that for GAR

values of approximately 6, rupture strength is strongly

dependent upon GAR. For values above 6, rupture

strength is relatively independent of this ratio.

Their results were consistent with a model proposed

by Fraser and Evans (51). In the latter model, dispersion

stabilized alloys were treated as fiber composite

materials with load being transferred from one fiber

to another through the grain boundaries. When the

shear strength of the grain boundary is much less than

the tensile strength of the grain body, the strength of

the dispersion stabilized material is controlled by the

GAR and the grain boundary shear strength.

Directional Recrystallization

The high temperature strength of dispersion stabilized

materials is limited by macroscopic yielding through



grain boundary sliding and rupture of transverse grain

boundary segments. Intrinsic elevated temperature

matrix strength of dispersion stabilized materials can

be best utilized through development of materials with

elongated grains of fibrous substructure to minimize

grain boundary sliding (15,48). Both short and long

time elevated temperature strengths have been quanti-

tatively related to the degree of elongation of the

structure parallel to the applied stress.

As a class, dispersion stabilized materials are

difficult to recrystallize unless sufficient deformat-

ional energy from thermomechanical processing is stored

in the substructure to overcome the barriers to grain

growth. In general, thermomechanical processing

introduces anisotropy in the worked microstructure.

TD-Ni is used in this form and has fine elongated

grains with a strong deformation texture which is

resistant to recrystallization (52). Other dispersion

strengthened materials such as TD-Ni-Cr recrystallize

after working and are used in the recrystallized form.

The secondary recrystallization or grain coarsening

behavior which forms very coarse elongated grains in

dispersion stabilized superalloys is not well understood.

This behavior of dispersion stabilized nickel-base

alloys has been reviewed by Wilcox and Clauer (53).

Their discussion suggested that the grain coarsening
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behavior could be related to two separate effects.

Firstly, the materials are extremely resistant to

ordinary recrystallization or grain growth because

the uniform, stable, oxide dispersion acts to pin the

existing grain boundaries and to homogenize the

deformation substructure. As a result there exist

few locations where a sufficient energy gradient can

promote grain boundary movement. In addition, the

materials usually have fairly strong deformation

textures which may further tend to homogenize internal

shear strains and stored energy. As a result, the

materials only recrystallize with difficulty and at

very high temperatures in a strong temperature

gradient.

Secondly, there are the considerations about the

processing variable which can cause formations of a

coarse elongated grain structure. In this regard,

Wilcox and Clauer suggest that the preferred orient-

ation which developed during rolling might lead to

certain grain boundaries or particular orientations

being more mobile than others. They also noted that

the oxide particle distribution in some materials

showing this behavior is not uniform. Stringers of

particles aligned in the working direction would act

to impede lateral grain growth.
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It has long been known that massive grain coarsening,

even growth of single crystals, can be achieved by

passing material through a hot zone with a steep

thermal gradient. This technique was originally

invented by Andrade and has been reviewed in the

literature (54). Work using this technique has been

reported by others (55,56,57). Ni-base alloys

combining oxide dispersion with y' precipitation

hardening have been developed (16-20). Extruded bar

of these materials form an ultrafine (0.2 to 0.6p)

equiaxed grain structure when viewed in transverse

direction (81). The materials undergo a process of

secondary recrystallization when heat treated at high

temperatures;complete recrystallization occurs over

a narrow temperature range and in quite a short time.

The Effect of Thermomechanical Processing

In general, cold working with partial recovery

(annealing) increases elevated temperature strength

when the cold work structure is retained. Work by

Yim and Grant (58) on nickel had no effect on the

creep rate, whereas the creep resistance of prestrained

nickel with carbon clusters was improved. This finding

was associated with a stabilized substructure. Also,

Chin and Grant (82), concluded that the high values

of stored energy found in their investigation was

evidence that high-temperature strength in metal-metal



oxide alloys requires a preformed substructure with

a high and stable dislocation density.

Many researchers (5,6,10,42,43,59-61) of the

behavior of ODS alloys have identified improvements

in elevated temperature strength with substructure

strengthening (stored energy). In these cases the

oxide particle spacing became important because it

defined the size of the substructure cells formed

during initial processing. Furthermore, cold work

with recovery anneals reduced the size of the cells,

which resulted in smaller apparent particle spacing

as proposed by Grant and co-workers (5,6,60). It

was suggested that the function of the closely spaced

oxide particles is to pin grain boundaries and cell

walls and to prevent boundary shear and migration.

This stabilization structure subsequently impedes

dislocation motion, slows down the rate of recovery,

prevents grain and subgrain boundary migrations, and

improves elevated temperature strength.

Recently, Sherby et al (62) developed a model

relating creep rate to subgrain size. They suggested

that if a fine subgrain can be introduced and retained

in an alloy, large increases in creep strength may

result.

In addition, it has been demonstrated that mechanical

properties of OD alloys vary with orientation from the
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rolling direction or swaging axis (6,63,64). Grant

and Wolf (6) determined that longitudinal stress-

rupture strength values increased with cold rolling

plus intermediate anneals while transverse strength

remained unchanged. Furthermore, Doble and Quigg (63)

also discovered an absence of strengthening in the

transverse direction of swaged TD-Ni bars.

Yielding and Creep Models for Dispersion Stabilized

Alloys

There are many models to explain the room temp-

erature strength of recrystallized OD alloys where

direct dislocation-particle interactions are possible.

Most of these models invoke the early concept of

Orowan (65) based on the stress required to bow a

dislocation between two obstacles. Ansell (66)

developed a model, which was subsequently modified

by Ashby (67) that describes the yielding behavior

of OD materials. This model relates the yield stress

of a dispersion stabilized material to the oxide

particle spacing and particle size. Recently Place

and Lund (68) calculated yield stress values for

Fe-ThO2 alloys using the modified Orowan relationship.

The calculated values were within 8 percent of the

experimental results. Jones (69), and more recently

Hildeman (41), using the same model, also reported

close agreement between calculated and experimental
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yield stress values for iron with dispersions of FeTa

and BeO particles respectively.

Grain boundary sliding plays an important role

in high temperature yielding. Wilcox and Clauer (52)

suggested this to be the case for high temperature

creep of TD-Ni bar and Doble et al (70) and Fraser

and Evans (51) purported that grain boundary sliding

was the predominant mechanism for yielding of Ni-ThO2

alloys tensile tested in high temperatures. Dislocation

climb over dispersed particles has also been proposed

as a rate controlling step during creep. Ansell and

Weertman (71) originally developed this model to

explain the creep behavior of recrystallized SAP alloys.

In their model, the stress exponent equalled 4 and

the activation energy was that of self-diffusion of

the matrix element. This relationship can be written

in general terms as follows:

E = Aa (-Qc/RT) (1)

where: E-steady state creep rate, n-stress dependent

exponent, Qc-activation energy for creep, A-material

constant, R-gas constant and T-absolute temperature.

Wilcox and Clauer (72) also used this equation to

describe the steady-state creep behavior of highly

cold worked TD-Ni alloys. It was determined that

extremely large stress exponents on the order of

40 and activation energies three times that for self-



diffusion are required to satisfy the creep rate

relationship.

McLean and Hale (73) first observed that the

constant A for various metals and alloys depended

systematically on their moduli of elasticity and

Sherby (74) proposed the empirical modification of

equation (1) to:

= E exp (-Qc/RT) (2)

and if Qc = QD

A't (3)
D E.(3)

where: E-modulus of elasticity, QD-activation energy for

self diffusion, and D-the diffusion coefficient.

Sherby has shown that these equations give good correl-

ations of creep data on many materials, and recently

Lund and Nix (75) and Malu and Tien (76) have establish-

ed that if equation (2) is applied to data on OD alloys,

Qc=QD , apparently suggesting that anomalously high

values of Qc arise from the temperature dependence

of E and the large value of n' in these alloys. Lin

and Sherby (77) have subsequently shown that equation

(3) gives good correlation of data for a number of

ODS alloys.



CHAPTER III

Plan of Work

Germane to this research effort was concern

regarding the high cost of processing OD Ni-base super-

alloys. In this program an OD Ni-base superalloy

was cost effectively developed and processed, and then

tested and characterized. The latter included

ascertaining the oxide particle size, shape, and

distribution, the oxide (and y') volume fraction,

and their respective interparticle spacings, the grain

size, grain shape and grain texture, and the intra-

granular structure.

The plan of this experimental work was as follows:

A. Powder Processing and Alloy Development

1. Selection of fully alloyed powders

2. Attrition of powders

3. Ball milling to distribute oxides

4. Consolidation of composite materials

B. Evaluation of Structure and Properties

1. Evaluation of as-extruded structures

2. Phase extraction and analysis

3. Texture determination

4. Thermomechanical processing

a. Swaging and annealing

b. Recrystallization

i. Standard annealing treatment



ii. Zone aligned polycrystals (ZAP)

i.e. directional recrystallization

5. Mechanical property determination

a. Room temperature tensile tests

b. Room temperature hardness and elevated

temperature stability

c. Elevated temperature stress rupture

strength

d. Stress rupture fracture



a

20u

Figure 1. Scanning electron micrograph showing as-
received powders: a. rapidly solidified
powders (RSP) from-H nogeneous Metals and
b. RSP from Osprey Metals.



a

2,u
b

Figure 2. Photomicrographs showing dendrite arm
spacing (DAS) of a. RSP powder particle
from Homogeneous Retals and b. RSP powder
particles (cross section) from Osprey Metals.
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CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

A. Powder Processing and Alloy Development

1. Selection of fully alloyed powders

Atomized prealloyed powders were supplied by

Homogeneous Metals Inc. (vacuum atomization through

hydrogen solubility) and Osprey Metals Limited (inert

gas, RS). The chemical compositions are given in

Table I as alloys N-1 to N-5. Alloys N-4 and N-5

represent the chemical composition of IN-100, and were

supplied by Osprey Metals. The powders were manufactured

from master remelt cast ingots via vacuum atomization

(Homogeneous) and inert gas atomization (Osprey).

Microstructures of typical as-received powders are

shown in Fig. 1. With dendrite arm spacings (DAS)

of 4p (Homogeneous) and 3.5p (Osprey) (Fig. 2),

solidification rates (S.R.) were estimated to be

102oK/S<S.R.<10 30K/S (98).

2. Attrition of powders

Attrition was accomplished in a 1 gallon Szegvari

attritor. For all cases the attritor chamber was

charged with 3 litres of ethanol (denatured alcohol),

11 kilograms of 3 mm. (0.12 inch) hardened steel

balls, and 250 grams of alloy powders. The attritor
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20

10;

Figure 3. 1SM micrographs of flakes resulting -from
seventeen hours of attrition.
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operated at a rate of 250 rpm. Comminution time was

varied with starting powder particle sizes. The

details are given in Table II.

TABLE II

Processing Parameters-Comminution

Powder Particle Comminution Flake
Alloy Size(p) Time(Hours) Thickness(p)

N-1 <44 17 <1.5

N-2 <75 20 <1.5

N-3 50-104 36 <1.0

N-4 <75 20 <1.5

N-5 <44 17 <1.5

Fig. 3 shows the shape and thickness of powder flakes

after attrition.

Comminution of powders to flake was carried out

for the following reasons:

a. Flaking effectively increased the surface

area.

b. Attriting(in air)facilitates surface

oxidation of aluminum, chromium and titanium.

c. The oxide interparticle spacing could be

controlled more efficiently during the

subsequent ball-milling stage.

Alloys N-1 and N-4 were utilized as-surface-oxidized

alloys, i.e. no additional processing was required

after attrition. The A12 03 and Cr2 03 formed during
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comminution acted as the dispersoid for these alloys.

After attrition the balls were separated from the

slurry by screening. The slurry was then transferred

to an open plastic container and the flakes were

allowed to settle, after which time the alcohol was

decanted. Upon evaporating the residual alcohol,

the flakes were transferred to a container filled

with argon and stored in a high purity argon dry box.

3. Ball milling to distribute oxides

Theories for ball milling expressing the particle

size as a function of milling time were given by

Rittinger in 1867 and Kick in 1885. They assumed

completely brittle materials. The theories were

based on the idea that the energy supplied from the

falling balls is absorbed as a corresponding increase

in surface energy only (84). The energy balance can

be described by the following equation:

E = c - d-a or

1 1
log d = 1 log c - - log E (4)

where'E-energy input, d-particle size, and c and a are

constants. Consideration of log d versus log E, or

that energy input increases linearly with time, a plot

of log d versus log time should yield a straight line

1
with slope = -1. As shown in Fig. 4, the results

from actual ball millings of brittle materials give
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straight line segments for log d versus log t with

1 _ 1 1
slopes between - (Rittinger's law) and - 1 -1a 2 a
(Kick's law) or l<a<2. Coarse, brittle materials

approach Kick's law, and brittle, very fine materials

approach Rittinger's law in their behavior.

When ball milling ductile materials such as

metals, the energy supplied from the falling balls is

transformed into strain energy and heat as well as-

an increase in surface energy. None of the aforementioned

theoretical considerations with respect to particle size

are valid. However, as an approximation, after a significant

milling time, the particles of ductile materials might

be cold worked so much that they behave more like

brittle materials.

That there are differences in processing rates

between an attritor and a ball mill has been demonstrated

(15). It is conceivable that processing times for this

work could have been reduced further by using a high

energy attritor. The conventional ball mill was

selected because one was available, whereas a suitable

attritor was not.

The maximum operating speed of a conventional

ball mill is a function of the diameter of the mill-

Centrifugal pinning of balls and powder charge occurs

at higher rotating speeds (85). This pinning
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phenomenon must be avoided at all times during

operation. A ball mill rate of 55 rpm. was determined

to be suitable.

Ball milling of alloys N-2, N-3 and N-5 was

performed to incorporate a fine dispersion of the

inert added oxide (Y2 03 ). A 17.5 cm. (6.9 inch)

diameter by 26 cm. (10.2 inch) long ball mill was

used. The hardened steel balls varied in diameter

from 1.3 cm. (0.5 inch) to 3.2 cm. (1.25 inch). The

ball mill was operated dry in an inert atmosphere at

55 rpm. More details of processing operations are

tabulated below:

TABLE III

Processing Parameters-Ball Milling

Final
Flake v/o Y20
Size (p) (added

<1.5

<1.0

<1.5

2

5

2

I Charge(q)
Oxide 0
Size (A)

200-400

same

same

Flaked
Alloy

1010

250

250

Y2 03

12

8

4

Time of
Milling (h)

60

48

48

Ball milling was a batch type operation. Typically,

in the case of N-5, the charge of 250 grams of alloy

flakes with 4 grams of Y2 03 were added to the mill,

which was sealed (airtight), evacuated and then filled

with argon. A positive overpressure was used in all

cases. During grinding, the balls, when at the top

Alloy

N-2

N-3

N-5

,
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Fioure 5. a. N-5 ball milled for 36 hours.
E. N-5 ball milled for 48 hours.
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Figure 5. c. Cross section of composite N-5 particle.



of the mill revolution or when in their most thermo-

dynamically unstable state, would fall. The falling

balls on impacting other balls and flakes transfer

their kinetic energy into strain energy and heat.

This resulted in continuous kneading, agglomeration,

fracturing and rewelding of the flaked material.

Fig. 5 shows the agglomerated composite particles

after 36 and 48 hours of ball milling; also shown is

a cross section of one 48 hour ball milled flake.-

voids. are very apparent in this cross section, giving

direct evidence of fracturing and rewelding process.

4. Consolidation Qf composite materials

A two step densification process of cold

compaction and hot extrusion at Nuclear Metals Corp-

oration was followed in.order to approach 100% density

after processing. In each case the blended material

was transferred to a mild steel can. The material

was compacted in increments of approximately 250 grams

each at about 551.6 MN/m 2 (80 ksi). The density of

the billet after cold compaction was approximately

80%. A plate with an evacuation tube was hermetically

sealed to the open end of the can. The billet was

then leak checked and evacuated. Table IV lists the

important parameters relevant to evacuation and

extrusion.



TABLE IV

Processing Parameters-Evacuation and Extrusion

Evacuation Extrusion

Maximum Force
(tons)

Alloy Temp(OC) Time(h) Pressure(p) Temp(OC) Upset Running

N-I 650 24 0.5 1093 800* 800

N-2 650 24 0.5 1066 290** 280

N-3 650 24 0.5 1149 290** 280

N-4 650 4 30.0 1149 330** 275

N-5 650 4 30.0 1149 300** 270

* 1500 ton press

** 300 ton press

B. Evaluation of Structure and Properties

1. Evaluation of the as-extruded structures

The general characteristics of the extruded alloys

were determined by x-ray diffraction, optical and

electron microscopy. The density was determined by

water immersion. This consisted of obtaining the

difference between the weight of a specimen in air

and water, and dividing the difference into the product

of its weight in air and the density of water. Table

V lists important structural characteristics of each

alloy.
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TABLE V

Structural Characteristics of Nickel-Base Alloys

Ext. Temp. (OC)
N-1 N-2

1093 1066

N-3 N-4

1149 1149 1149

Ext. Ratio

Theo. Density (g/cc)

Density (g/cc)

% Theo. Density

Volume % Y2 03 (added)

Avg. Grain Size (i)

Avg. Oxide Particle
Size (W)

Grain Aspect Ratio
(GAR)

30:1 20:1 16:1 16:1 16:1

- 8.42 8.33 7.75 7.75

9.06 8.51

- 101

- 2.0

7.82 7.92 7.99

10394 102

5.0 -

2.1 0.41 0.38 0.62 0.43

0.108* 0.079 0.034 0.112* 0.021

2-3 1-2 1-2 1-2 1-2

2.0

IPS () ** 0.438 0.319 0.121 0.105

* Oxide particles from surface oxidation primarily

in the form of A12 033

** IPS A - a 1 /2

n

where a = a' 2
P 4

d = mean oxide particle size

A = area on micrograph

n = number of oxide particles in A

*** Density of IN100 (cast)

1N-5
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The as-extruded structures are shown in Figs. 6 to 9.

The optical photomicrographs were taken on an American

Optical Metallograph. A Phillips EM-300 Electron

Microscope operating at 100 kv was used to examine

the alloys' grain and particle size and dislocation

structure. The details of the specimen preparation for

optical and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

are given in Appendix I.

With the exception of alloy N-l, the grains of

extruded bars were of submicron dimensions and essentially

equiaxed. Some reports (81,83,92) have claimed that

ODS alloys recrystallize after extrusion to submicron

sized equiaxed grains yet retaining a high dislocation

content. It is difficult to conceptualize a fully

recrystallized structure having a high dislocation

content. The TEM micrographs of Figs. 7 through 9

show highly deformed substructures with submicron

grains containing a dislocation substructure. The

dislocation content was estimated to be greater than

109 cm/cm 3 . These alloys did not recrystallize

during extrusion. Alloy N-l, Fig. 6, did recrystallize.

Grain sizes as measured by the linear intercept method

yielded values of 2.1l for N-l, 0.4p for N-2, 0.4p

for N-3, 0.6 for N-4 and 0.4 for N-5.

Transverse to the high angle grain boundaries

in alloys N-2, N-3 and N-5 are bands of dislocation







tangles which define a cellular type of structure.

Cell sizes vary as follows: alloys N-2: 0.013p to

0.042p, N-3: 0.013 to 0.042p, and N-5: 0.009p to

0.039p. Fig. 10 demonstrates that cell walls along

the grain's high angle boundary are thin and well

defined while the cell walls across the grain width

are thick and irregular. Like most oxide dispersion

stabilized alloys, the processing route of alloys in

this work has a major effect on the particle distribution

and on the structure of the matrix. As illustrated

in Figs. 6 to 9, the particle distribution is heter-

ogeneous on both the optical and the electron

microscope scales.

Since cost effective processing and development

of an ODS alloy was a major objective of this project,

it is imperative at this point to sketch laconically

the sequence of steps that led to its development.

Accomplishing this depended on the oxide particle size

being close to ideal as possible, 1000 A/2000 A, but

sizes up to 10000A are acceptable, and an IPS less

than 0.2p. Particular attention was given to these

parameters. Alloy N-1 was processed via surface

oxidation with no Y2 03 added. Unsatisfactory oxide

particle distribution based on IPS, particle size (PS)

and content resulted in poor mechanical properties.

A decision was made to add 2% Y203 to the alloy, and
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identified as alloy N-2. Characterization of this alloy

indicated somewhat more satisfactory structural

parameters. Both the IPS and PS decreased, however,

the former was still greater than 0.2p. Next, 5 v/o

Y203 was added to alloy N-3; this resulted in satisfactory

particle size (PS) and distribution. The wide range

of particle sizes are illustrated quantitatively in

Fig. 11 and Table VI. Alloy N-5 with 2 v/o Y203

added was then processed.

TABLE VI

Range of Oxide Particle Sizes

Amt. of Analyzed Range Avg. IPS
Y 0 3 Amt. of of Particle Particle (oA)

Alloy Agded(v/o) Y•,O,(w/o) dia.(OA) dia.( 0 A) (calc.)

N-1 - 0.9* 375-4500 1080 4380

N-2 2.0 2.24 90-2160 790 3195

N-3 5.0 2.96 90-1008 341 1210

N-4 - 0.85** - - -

N-5 2.0 2.65 120-400 210 1050

* Oxide from surface oxidation and analyzed as

primarily A1203-

** Oxide from surface oxidation estimated by point

counting
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2. Phase extraction and analysis

It has been demonstrated that y', oxides,

carbides and borides can be extracted by using

anodic dissolution in an electrolyte consisting of

1% ammonium sulfate and 1% citric acid in water (86).

When separating y' by anodic dissolution it is

desirable to work in a region of high current density

so that a reasonably large amount of sample can be

collected for analysis in a comparatively short period

of time. Golubtsova (87) showed that an effective

separation of y' from Russian superalloys can be made

at high current density by separating at potentials

about, or slightly above, that required for oxygen

evolution (1.1 to 1.4 volts versus a calomel electrode).

A calomel electrode consists of a mercury electrode

in a molar potassium chloride solution saturated with

mercurous chloride. Its potential is 0.28 volts versus

a standard hydrogen electrode at 251C.

Extractions were carried out on all alloys except

N-4. For N-5, the y' precipitates were extracted from

a sample of heat treated (12600 C/2 hr/AC + 1232 0C/0.5

hr/AC + 954 0C/2 hr/AC + 843 0C/24 hr/AC) bar. The

technique used was the same as that discussed in

reference (86): the 6.35 cm (0.25 inch) thick sample

was suspended from the anode by a fine platinum wire

spot welded to the sample, while platinum foil (88)
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served as the cathode. The electrolyte volume was

about 300 ml., the current during electrolysis was

250 ma., the potential was 1.1 volts versus a calomel

electrode in the same solution. Electrolysis was

continued for 3.5 hours at ambient temperature.

The w/o y' (contaminated) was determined to be

61.74%.

Some y' particles remained on the surface of the

specimen, but most of it was recovered from the

electrolyte by centrifuging. Carbides and oxides

were also extracted with the y'. A correction was

made for this contamination by performing a second

anodic dissolution on N-5 using 300 ml. of a 10%

hydrochloric acid-methanol solution containing 1%

tartaric acid (86). A current of 250 ma. was applied

for 4.5 hrs. at room temperature. The w/o contaminant

calculated was 2.65%. Hence the y' content was

determined to be 59.1 w/o.

For alloy N-3, theweight percent oxides calculated

was 2.96. Values for N-1 and N-2 are given in Table

VI. The type of oxides extracted was determined

on a Diano diffractometer using nickel filtered

copper ka radiation of 35 kv and 15 ma. X-ray

diffraction patterns showed the oxides to be Y203 ,

A1 2 0 3 and Y-Al-0 3 and insignificant amounts of Cr2 03 and

Cr 2 3 C6 were also observed to be present. y, 0 and

n-Al203 were observed by Schilling and Grant (89)
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Figure 12. X-ray mapping of particle believed to be
A1203 particle in alloy N-1.
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7

7-
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8'Figure 13. .howing particles identified by STEManalysis: 1-Al 2 0 3 , 2-Y 2 0 3 , 3-Y 2 03, 4-Y-AI-0 3 v5-A1 2 0 3 , 6-Y 2 0 3 , 7-Y 2 0 3 , 8-Y 2 0 3 , 9-Ni 3 Al.
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in their surface oxidized Cu-Al-Al203 and Cu-Ni-Al203

alloys. Schilling (57) observed complex Y-Al-O

compounds in surface oxidized Fe-Cr-Al-Y 203 alloys.

Fig. 12 is a SEM micrograph of one of the many

particles in alloy N-1 determined to be an alumina

particle by x-ray mapping. An important observation

here is the fact that fully alloyed powders can be

attritor processed as a slurry in air without

significant Cr2 03 contamination. Schilling's work

(57) supports this fact. Furthermore, the high weight

percent of y' extracted is indicative of the absence

of excessive oxidation of aluminum and titanium..

These findings were supported by scanning

transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and TEM

studies. STEM was used to identify particles in a

way similar to the SEM. As shown in Fig. 13, particles

were recognized as A1203, Y203 and Y-Al-0 3 type

dispersoids. Gamma-prime (y') precipitates were also

identified. TEM studies revealed three types of

precipitates. y' precipitates, varying in size

from 0.1p to 0.4- , are dispersed throughout the

matrix. The latter are surrounded by hyperfine

200 0A y' particles. Both types of precipitates appear

to have more or less spherical morphologies. These

precipitates are displayed in Fig. 14. The micro-

graphs are representative of alloy N-5 stress rupture
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tested at 10930C. Other investigations (94) recognized

a very coarse primary eutectic gamma prime that can

reach several tens of microns, and that formed during

solidification of powders. The subsequent heat

treatments of this work effectively solutionized

this coarse y', reprecipitating finer y' during aging

at 843WC (15500 F).

Both fine and hyperfine y' precipitates are

coherent, and their LI2 ordered structure introduces

superlattice reflexions in the selected area diffraction

patterns. This is shown in Fig. 14 for a (100) zone

pattern. These precipitates have been identified

in dark field TEM in Fig. 14 using a (100)y'

superlattice reflection.

Fig. 15 exhibits a uniform distribution of dark

and extremely fine particles inside the fine y'.

This phenomenon has been characterized (94,95,96) as

the precipitation of y within y' precipitates.

3. Texture determination

When metals with fcc structures are deformed by

-extrusion without the occurence of recrystallization,

fiber textures are formed with (111) and (100)

directions aligned close to the rod axis. X-ray

diffraction studies with a Diano diffractometer

using vanadium filtered chromium ka radiation at 35 kv

and 15 ma. revealed strong deformation textures for
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Figure 17. Laue back reflection patterns of: a.
as-extruded alloy N-5 and. b. N-5 ZAP
at 7.6 cm. (3 inch)/hour showing (100)
oriented crystal.



all the alloys in their as-extruded state. As

depicted by diffraction patterns in Fig. 16, duplex

(111)-(100) textures were observed, with the (111)

texture dominating. Other investigations (4,43,53,

89,90) have found the (100) to be the major component

in as-extruded dispersion stabilized Ni-base alloys.

Wilcox and Hutchinson (89) and then Allen (55) found

little or no deformation texture in extruded TD-Ni-Cr

alloys, but after recrystallizing, either by ZAP

or standard heat treatment, the latter found that

his alloy contained a strong (100) recrystallization

fiber texture.

Thermomechanical treatment of alloys NI-l and

N-2 enhanced and stabilized the (100) texture at the

expense of the (111).

Recrystallization by ZAP and by standard heat

treatment, Fig. 16d, resulted in alloys with very

strong (100) recrystallization fiber textures.

Certainly (100) is a commonly observed recrystallization

texture in fcc metals (91), and once formed it is

stable during high temperature deformation.

Laue back reflection studies were made using

vanadium filtered chromium ka radiation. The specimen

to film distance was 3 cm. A typical pattern of the

as-extruded alloy N-5 is shown in Fig. 17a. The faint

but broadened diffraction line indicated belongs to the



(110) reflection with 26 = 129.82. Diffraction lines

belonging to the strong (100) and (111) reflections

(26 = 79.64 and 67.36, respectively) do not show up

since their 26 values are acute angled. All the

extruded alloys had unresolved ka doublets. This

fact is taken as evidence of cold worked structures

with high amounts of stored energy. Identical back

reflection patterns were obtained from several grains

of ZAP product, one of which is shown in Fig. 17b.

After applying the method for orienting a single

crystal (93) to this pattern, the crystal orientation

was determined to be (100).

4. Thermomechanical processing

a. Swaging and annealing

Thermomechanical processing involved swaging with

intermediate anneals with the final step being

swaging. The intent was to determine how this in

turn affects mechanical properties. The amount of

deformation introduced during swaging was based on

reduction-in-area compared to the initial as-extruded

diameter. This was accomplished by swaging at room

temperature; the intermediate anneals were carried

out for 1 hour at various temperatures between 7500C

(13820F) and 1260WC (2300 0F). Each as-extruded alloy

was initially swaged with no anneals until cracking

at its ends ensued. Alloys N-1 and N-2 were invest-
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igated. N-I took 13% R.A. before cracking while N-2

cracked after 5% R.A.

Previous research (5,39) has demonstrated that

an optimum intermediate annealing temperature exists

for nickel base alloys. Consequently, for N-I

intermediate annealing temperatures of 7500C (13820F),

815*C (15000 F) and 9820C (18000 F) were investigated.

The alloy was annealed after each 10% R.A. Alloys

N-3 and N-5 were not thermomechanically treated (TMT)

since any attempt at swaging resulted in cracking.

Their strength values, derived from the residual

strain energy obtained through processing made TMT

impossible.

Microstructurally, N-I and N-2 responded well

to TMT. The dislocations arranged themselves into

a regular network of cells as depicted in Fig. 18.

Cell sizes vary from 490 0A to 17000 A for N-I and 208 0A

to 8500A for N-2. Alloy N-2 had an IPS smaller than

alloy N-1, which accounted for the smaller cell size.

Grant et al (5) attributed smaller cell sizes to a

decrease in IPS. The dislocation density in the

network was large for both alloys. Such arrangements

are typical of recovered structures. These findings

agree with the work of Grant et al (5), where most

of the mechanisms important to TMT are enunciated.

The GAR for both alloys increased with TMT. When the
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Figure 19. TEM micrographs (transverse) of: a.
N-1 showing dislocation tangles ana b.
N-2 showing dislocation-particle interaction.
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Figure 20. Photomicrographs (longitudinal) ofr a.
N-5 annealed at 1243*C (2270*)' for 2-hours
and b. N-3 annealed at 13160C (2400*F)
for ..5 hours.
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HOT ZONE

INSU L

Cu CHILL BLOCK

ICTION COIL

)OLING

MOTION CONTROL

Figure 20. c. Schematic diagram of induction coil
heat source and water cooled copper chill
block combinations used to produce elongated
microstructures in the ZAP process (55).



developed substructures and original grain boundaries

are stabilized by the oxide particles, the grains do

not recrystallize. The same cannot be said for both

N-1 and N-2. Fig. 18 shows recrystallized grains

in alloy N-1. The same was observed for TMT of N-2.

The poor distribution of oxides could not effectively

stabilize the substructures. Hence the alloys' poor

mechanical properties were not unexpected. As

depicted in Fig. 18, the GAR can be estimated to

be greater than 10. Fig. 19 shows dislocation

network formation and dislocation particle interaction.

After TMT, all specimens displayed dual (100)-(1ll)

textures with the (100) component becoming more

dominant.

b. Recrystallization

Recrystallization was effected by standard annealing

treatments and by zone aligned polycrystal formations

(ZAP). Alloys N-3 and N-5 were the subjects of such

treatments. Their recrystallization response was

determined by standard heat treatments. For N-3, the

best response was obtained at 1316 0C (2400aF). Fig. 20

shows grain sizes of 3001 with GAR's that are sometimes

greater than 10. For alloy N-5, the response was

best at 1243 0 C (22700 F). Grain sizes as large as

810 with GAR's that are again greater than 10 were

recognized, after annealing for 2 hours as depicted
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in Fig. 20. Both alloys had smaller equiaxed grains

among the larger grains. This arrangement of grains

was detrimental to mechanical properties (83). The

condition of the starting material for recrystallization

differed in N-3 and N-5 primarily because of differences

in their chemistries. Their working temperatures,

strain rates and deformation symmetries were the

same. The temperatures associated with the best

recrystallization response were used for the ZAP

treatments, i.e. for N-3: 1300OC-13160 C (23720F-

24000 F) and for N-5: 12430 C-12600 C (22700 F-23000F).

The ZAP technique requires that the recrystalli-

zation process be controlled by passing highly cold

worked, unrecrystallized material, with a suitable

starting structure through a steep temperature

gradient at a controlled rate. To achieve this

experimentally, a heat source was positioned as

close as possible to a heat sink, and the specimen

was passed in a vertical direction from the heat sink

into the heat source. A schematic of the apparatus

used to produce this structure is shown in Fig. 20.

The principal parts of the apparatus are shown.

These include: a heat source (a flat induction coil)

a heat sink (a water cooled Cu chill block) and a

specimen motion controller (a variable speed motor

and strip chart recorder). The specimen speeds
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riqure 22. Photcnacroqraphs of -S. . SAP at 7.6 am.
(3 iLnh)/*bour at 1260*C (2•OOP) and bhat
tr*ated (longitudinal) ad b. tAP at 7.6
cm. (3 inch)/hour at 1260*C-(2300"F) and
heat treated (transverse).
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achievable varied from 1.91 cm. (0.75 inch)/hour to

30.5 cm. (12 inch)/hour. Insulation was used to avoid

arcing between the coil and chill block. A ZAP

rate of 7.62 cm. (3 inch)/ hour gave the best results

in terms of microstructure and mechanical properties

for both N-3 and N-5. Figs. 21 and 22 show the micro-

structures of both alloys with GARs greater than 12.

Exact numbers cannot be given for GAR values as it

was difficult to determine the start and end points

of individual grains.

The response to grain growth was not as ready

at other ZAP rates attempted: 30.5 cm. (12 inch)/

*hour, 15.2 cm. (6 inch)/hour, 3.8 cm. (1.5 inch)/hour

and 1.9 cm. (0.75 inch)/hour were tried. Resulting

structures are shown in Fig. 23. A rate of 3.8 cm.

(1.5 inch)/hour was favorable for alloy N-5, developing

microstructures similar to that for 7.62 cm. (3 inch)/

hours. Previous work achieved large columnar grains

at ZAP rates of 13.5 cm. (5.3 inch)/hour (19,20),

122 cm. (48 inch)/hour (55) and 25.4 cm. (10 inch)/

hour and 45.7 cm. (18 inch)/ hour (83).

It is true that the average GAR increased as

zone travel rate decreased (83), and that increasing

ZAP rate through the temperature gradient decreased

the GAR (55). For alloy N-3, rates of 15.2 cm.

(6 inch)/hour and 7.6 cm. (3 inch)/hour resulted in

GARs greater than 12. Comparable results were obtained
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for N-5 at 7.6 cm. (3 inch)/hour and 3.8 cm. (1.5

inch)/hour.. Rates of 30.5 cm. (12 inch)/hour and

3.8 cm. (1.5 inch)/hour resulted in recrystallized

equiaxed grains.for N-3 as demonstrated in Fig. 23.

In Fig. 24 the optimum ZAP rate range for each alloy

is shown. This difference in response to ZAP rates

and temperatures of recrystallization for N-3 and

N-5 could be attributed to the peculiarities of the starting

material (55,83). Furthermore, N-5 displayed a

delayed response to recrystallization due to its

ability to retain its higher residual strain energy

content. This delayed response is illustrated in

Fig. 25.

Fig. 26 shows how effectively grain boundaries

can be pinned by oxide particles. After zone annealing,

each specimen of alloy N-5 was given the following

treatment: 12320 C (2250 0F)/0.5 hour/AC + 954WC

(17450F)/2 hour/AC + 8430 C (1549 0F)/24 hour/AC.

Unsuccessful attempts were made to directionally

recrystallize alloy N-4. This alloy had the same

chemical composition as alloy N-5 with no Y203 added.

Fig. 27 demonstrates N-4's response to this treatment.

It is very different from that of N-5. Like alloy

N-l, surface oxidation of aluminum to alumina resulted

in a paucity of oxides in the alloy. It is believed

that a sufficient volume of oxides with appropriate

distribution will contribute to the storage of
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significant energy which is then stored in the alloy's

deformed substructure. It is this stored energy

that provides the driving force for grain growth.

Obviously, alloy N-4 lacked that important ingredient.

5. Mechanical property determinations

a. Room temperature tensile tests

Tensile specimens were machined to ASTM spec-

ifications. The test bars had a gage diameter of

0.406 cm. (0.160 inch) and a gage length of 1.905 cm.

(0.750 inch). The tests were performed on an Instron

tensile testing machine at a crosshead spead of

0.05 cm. (0.02 inch) per minute. During each test,

load versus elongation was recorded.

The room temperature tension properties for the

different alloys are listed in Table VII. Alloy N-1

was much stronger than similar Ni-base solid solution

alloys (5,43,48,90). Thermomechanical treatment (TMT),

i.e. swaging at room temperature with intermediate

anneals at 8150C (15000F) after each 10% R.A., increased

the yield strength of this alloy over its as-extruded

value; however, the ductility in the as-extruded

condition was better. Indications are that N-1

saturates in strength with cold work. It was

determined that the strength of ODS alloys increased

with increasing volume fraction of the oxide (14).

Therefore, the increase in strength of alloys N-2
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TABLE VII

Room Temperature Tensile Data

Alloy Condition Ref.
Yield Strength UTS

ksi (MPa) ksi (MPa)

127(876) 167(1152) 18 22

As Ext.+13%

206(1419) 210(1455)

As Ext.+20

R.A. WIA 8150C

As Ext.+40 R.A.

161(1111) 165(1136)

WIA 815 0C 163(1126) 163(1126) 11 15

As Ext.+50 R.A.

WIA 815 0C 154(1061) 160(1105)

As Ext.+60 R.A.

WIA 815 0C

As Ext.

As Ext.

160(1105)

207(1427)

239(1648)

168(1162)

209(1441)

246((1697)

12 15

2 3

As Ext.+ ZAP 3"/

hr at 1300 0C

As Ext.

As Ext.

As Ext.+ZAP 3"/

hr at 1260 0C+HT

1243 0C/2 hr/AC+

1232 0C/0.5 hr/AC

+954 0C/2 hr/AC +

843 0C/24 hr/AC

IN853 As Ext. at 10660C

114(789)

223(1539)

326(2253)

189(1302)

156(1076)

295(2037)

135(926)

223(1539)

326(2253)

201(1389)

174(1198)

N-I

N-I

As Ext.

Elong.

R.A.

N-I

R.A.
(%)

N-I

9 10

N-I

2 2

N-I

N-2

N-3

N-3

7 9

N-4

N-5

N-5

N-5

2 4

3 4



TABLE VII (continued)

Allov Condition Ref.
Yield Strength UTS

ksi (MPa) ksi(MPa)
Elong. R.A.
(%) (%)

IN853 As Ext.+10

hr at 11770 C 81 176(1212)

IN853 As Ext.+10

hr at 12600 C 81 100(689) 146(1007) 12 16

MA6000E As Ext. at

20 186(1284) 188(1294) 2.5 3.0

MA6000E As Ext. at

10100 C then

hot rolled at

186(1284) 2.0 6.0

1038 0C

20 185(1275)

-

10100C



and N-3 with 2 v/o and 5 v/0 Y203 added, respectively,

was expected and so was the decrease in ductility.

Alloy N-4 had strength values lower than N-3 and was

also less ductile. The exceedingly high strength

values of B-5 were a reflection of its high volume

fraction of y', determined to be 59%, and the 2 v/o

Y203 added. The tensile behavior of these alloys is

very typical of the more complex ODS Ni-base alloys

in which the yield strength approaches the ultimate

strength, indicating more brittle behavior. Perhaps

of importance in understanding this behavior is the

final material state which results from the interaction

of such factors as the hot working temperature, work-

ing strain and strain rate with stored energy intro-

duced during the attriting ball milling process.

More severe working by extruding at a fixed strain

rate and temperature lead to a submicron grain size

and a higher level of residual strain energy stored

within the substructure. Tensile data after ZAP

and recovery heat treatments are also included in

Table VI for N-3 and N-5. Values for IN853 and MA6000E

are included for comparison.

Room temperature tensile fracture surfaces were

examined by SEM. As seen in Fig. 28, alloy N-1 showed

a typical dimples ductile fracture surface. For alloys

N-2 to N-5, there was a mixture of brittle, i.e.
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Figure 29. Hardness (Rockwell C) versus annealing temp-
erature (*F) for alloys N-1 to N-5.
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cleaved areas, and ductile fracture modes. Fig. 28a,b, & c

show these characteristics. Close examination revealed

that an oxide particle is located at the center of

each void, quite spherical and clearly unbonded

to the matrix (Fig. 28d & e). It has been proposed that

these particles act as sites for initiation of cracks,

which is not unreasonable. As the stress at the particle/

matrix interface increases during plastic deformation,

voids form normal to the particle perpendicular to

the stress axis to relieve the localized stress concen-

tration. Upon further straining,-the ductile matrix

among the particles necks and the voids coalesce.

This reduced the effective cross-section and eventually

caused failure.

b. Room temperature hardness and elevated

temperatureI stability

The stability of each as-extruded alloy was

determined by hardness measurements at 200 C after

annealing for 1 hour at temperatures between room

temperature and 1316 0C (2400 0F). Hardness values are

given in Appendix IIand shown graphically in Fig. 29.

Alloy N-1 was the least stable, losing its energy

above about 760 0C (14000F). The poor distribution

of oxide which resulted from insufficient oxide

volume was responsible for the onset of early recovery

and recyrstallization. Alloys N-2, N-3, N-4 and N-5
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maintained stability to much higher temperatures.

Alloy N-4, with no Y203 added, was analyzed to have

about 0.85 w/o oxide in the form of Al203 and some

Cr203. This alloy derived its stability not only

from A1203 dispersoids but from the Y' (Ni3Al(Ti))

precipitates present. Interestingly, N-4 became

less stable at a lower temperature 9820 C (18000 F)

than N-2, N-3 or N-5. The latter three alloys remained

stable to 10930 C (20000F). The drop in hardness after

10930C is due to recovery and partial recrystallization.

The ability of N-2, N-3 and N-5 to retain their stored

energy is due to the contribution of the oxides to the

development of a stable substructure during their

processing.

c. Elevated temperature stress-rupture tests

The majority of stress rupture tests were perform-

ed at 9820C (1800 0F). Other test temperatures were

8150C (15000 F) and 10930C (20000F). Specimens were

tested in a loading train with Udimet 500 grips with

universal joints at the top and the bottom. Load was

applied by a lever arm and was constant throughout each

test. A dial gage attached to the frame was used to

measure the extension of the specimen with time. The

stress rupture specimens were machined to the same

specifications as the room temperature tensile test

bars. The total elongation and reduction-in-area
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values were determined by comparing each specimen's

initial length and diameter to its final length and

diameter. The temperature of the specimen was

controlled to ±3oC along the gage length and monitored

by two separate thermocouples located at the top and

bottom of the gage length. The results of the stress

rupture tests are plotted in Figs. 30 to 35. A

compilation of all the stress rupture data is given

in Appendix III.

The stress rupture properties for alloy N-I were

relatively poor. TMT markedly improved the alloy's

performance. Many treatments were attempted as shown

in Appendix II. The best properties were obtained

at 20% R.A. WIA 9820C (18000F) and 40% R.A. WIA 9820C

(18000F). The stress values for a life of 100 hours

were 2.7 ksi and 3.0 ksi, respectively. TMT effect-

ively flattened the slopes of the stress rupture

curves compared to the as-extruded condition. The

w/o oxide (0.9) oxide particle size (0.108p) and IPS

(0.4 38p) were all illustrative of poor oxide distrib-

ution.

Alloy N-2, with the same composition as N-I but

with 2 v/o Y203 added showed improved strength over

alloy N-I. Its stress for a 100 hour life at 982 0C

in the as-extruded condition was 2.0 ksi. TMT of

40% R.A. WIA 12600C and 80% R.A. WIA 12600 C gave 100hour
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rupture life strength values of 4.5 ksi and 3.5 ksi,

respectively. N-2 was very hard (Rc=48.5) and strong

(Y.S.=207 ksi at R.T.) due primarily to the highly

strained substructure developed during processing.

This fact made annealing at a high temperature of

1260*C imperative. Annealing at this temperature

for 1 hour did not interfere with the formation of

a dislocation substructure associated with TMT as

seen in Fig. 18. Furthermore, Wilcox and Clauer (48)

annealed less complex solid solution dispersion stab-

ilized Ni-alloys at 1200aC and obtained the same

effect. Also, Grant et al (5) annealed internally

and surface oxidized Ni-Co-Mo-BeO and Ni-BeO alloys

at 815WC and developed similar dislocation sub-

structures. What made N-2 differ from the above-

mentioned alloys was its interparticle spacing, which

was determined to be 0.32p. Like N-l, the distribution

of the oxides was inadequate to stabilize the

dislocation substructure formed after TMT.

Alloy N-3 with 5 v/o Y203 added gave a stress

for a 100 hour life of 3.0 ksi in the as-extruded

condition. The extremely high hardness (Rc=52 .3)

and strength (Y.S.=239 ksi at R.T.) made TMT of this

alloy impossible. It would crack at the ends when

swaged to less than 10% R.A. after preliminary anneal-

ing at 1260*C for 1 hour. In the recrystallized

condition, i.e. annealing at 13160C for 0.5 hour,
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the stress for a 100 hour life at 9820 C was 10 ksi.

This represented a considerable improvement over TMT

treated N-1 and N-2. ZAP rates of 7.6 cm. (3 inch)/

hour and 15.2 cm. (6 inch)/hour resulted in stress

values for a 100 hour life at 982*C of 9.7 ksi and

8.0 ksi, respectively. Shown in Fig. 33 is the impress-

iveness of the flattened stress rupture curves, indic-

ating that the ZAP product will be much stronger in

longer time tests than the annealed product.

The as-extruded N-5 alloy had stress for a 100

hour life of 7.5 ksi at 9820C. A recrystallization

heat treatment was given to this alloy to effect

grain growth and precipitation of y'. The treatment

was: 1243 0C (22700C)/2 hr/AC + 12320C (22500F)/0.5

hr/AC + 954 0 C (1749 0F)/2 hr/AC + 843 0C (15500 F)/24

hr/AC. Significant grain growth did not occur as is

seen in Fig. 36. Grain sizes varied between 0.7p and

3.5p. Effective pinning of grain boundaries by oxide

particles, Fig. 26, provided the resistance to grain

growth. This heat treatment resulted in a stress for

a 100 hour life at 982 0C of 12 ksi. ZAP rates of

7.6 cm. (3 inch)/hour and 3.8 cm. (1.5 inch)/hour

resulted in 100 hour life stressed of 27.5 ksi and

23.5 ksi.

Based on the latter values, tests at 10930C

were conducted on material ZAP treated at 7.6 cm.
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(3 inch)/hour. A value of 22 ksi was obtained for

the stress for a 100 hour life. This curve is shown

in Fig. 35.

A comparison of the stress for 100 hour life of

several Ni-base alloys is shown in Fig. 37. Alloy

N-5 displays high temperature strength superiority

over all alloys except MA6000E. (The latter is a

mechanically alloyed ODS Ni-base superalloy (19).

The disparity in strength between MA6000E,) The

latter is a mechanically alloyed ODS Ni-base super-

alloy (19). The disparity in strength between MA6000E

and N-5 is not significant especially when the cost

savings incurred by the processing of N-5 is considered.

The curves in Fig. 37 demonstrate succinctly the

strength advantages obtained by combining the mech-

anisms of solid solution strengthening, precipitation

hardening, and oxide dispersion stabilization in

one alloy system.

Conventional creep tests were not carried out in

this work, however, creep curves were generated from

stress rupture data of alloy N-5. Typical creep curves

at 9820C and 10930C for N-5, ZAP treated at 7.6 cm.

(3 inch)/hour plus heat treated are shown in Figs.

38 and 39, respectively.

The alloy displays typical three-stage creep

behavior. The creep elongation at 9820C is about
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FIGURE 40. PHOTOMICROGRAPHS (LONGIIIrn JAL) OF STRESS-RUPTURE FRACTURE OF N-1, AS-
EXTRUDED AND TESTED AT AKZ L: A. AT FRACTURE SURFACE, I. SOME
DISTANCE REMOVED FROM FRACTURE SURFACE AND C. ABOUT Z MM. BELOW FRACTURE
SURFACE.
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rupture fracture of N-l, as-extruded +
20 R.A. WIA 9820C (18000F), and tested at
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Fiqure 42. Photomicrographs of stress rupture fracture
of N-3, as-extruded and anneal 13160C
(2400"F)/O.5 hour/AC, tested at 9820C
(lonqitudinal) .
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5 percent and at 10930C about 3.5 percent. MA6000E

has a creep elongation at 7600C of about 3.5 percent

and at 10930C about 2 percent (20).

d. Stress rupture fractures

Alloys N-1, N-3 and N-5 were examined in an

attempt to determine the mechanism of failure, and

to compare qualitatively the extent of cracking that

led eventually to failure. As shown in Fig. 40a,

alloy N-1 had many small voids concentrated in the

necked region near the fracture surface. Fig. 40b

shows denuded regions of recrystallized grains with

intergranular cracks, suggesting that cracks may

have started in these regions. Void coalescence

and intercrystalline cracking are shown in Fig. 40c.

Fig. 41a and b show that TMT decreases somewhat

the severity of cracking over that of the as-extruded

condition, and again cracking is intercrystalline.

The wedge type morphology of cracks is more apparent

here. Annealing so as to increase the grain size and

decrease the grain boundary areas when applied to N-3

effectively impeded severe cracking. Fig. 42a and b

shows that the extent of cracking in this alloy is

not the same as N-1. It was determined in another

study (83) that the presence of equiaxed grains

among elongated, columnar, high GAR grains is pernicious

to high temperature strength. This fact was apparent
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.5mm

Figure 44. a. Photomacrograph of stress rupture fracture
of N-5 ZAP at 7.6 cm. (3 inch)/hour at
12600 C, tested at 10930C showing inter-
and trans-granular cracking.
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Figure 44. b. SEM micrograph of fracture surface.c. Close up of fracture surface s·bowiR
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2.5mm

Imm

Figure 45. a. Photomicrograph of N-5, ZAP at 3.8 cm.
(1.5 inch)/hour at 1260OC,-stress rupture
tested at 982 0 C, showing tearing.
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Figure 46. b. Close up of cracks at grain boundary in
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in directionally recrystallized N-3; see Fig. 43a, b

and c, where voids seem to initiate at the interface

between equiaxed and columnar grains. Coalescence

of these voids eventually led to fracture.

For alloy N-5, the fracture characteristics are

very different. Firstly, cracking is not as severe

as in N-l, N-2 or N-3. Secondly, cracking was both

transgranular and intergranular as is demonstrated in

Fig. 44a, b and c. (Fig. 45 shows fracture of N-5,

ZAPed at 1.5.) Fig. 45 shows fracture of N-5, ZAPed

at 1.5 inches/hour and stress rupture tested at

9820C. The fracture is similar to that of Fig. 44

except that tearing is also evident.

Fig. 46a and b attempts to demonstrate the

nature and distribution of cracks across the specimen

diameter. The cracks are concentrated mostly at grain

boundaries-, Fig. 46b, suggesting that they might have

initiated there rather than at the surface. Fig. 47a,

b and c shows SEM micrograph of cracks about 100pm

below fracture surface. The evidence here is very

suggestive that void initiation was somehow associated

with the y' precipitates present. Furthermore, Fig.

48 is a TEM micrograph detailing what appears to be

cracks in the y' precipitates, strongly indicating

that this event led to void formation.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

1. Processing

Effective and economic processing of alloys for

very high temperature service for long periods of

time is all important. Fig. 49 illustrates the progress

in the temperature capability of superalloys over the

last forty years. For many years, superalloys and

process inventions enjoyed a symbiotic relationship.

Many processes: vacuum induction melting, vacuum

arc and electroslag remelting; investment casting,

superplastic forming, directional solidification, were

leaders in superalloy development. Recent progress

in powder atomization, mechanical alloying, HIPing,

superplastic forming/diffusion bonding and laser

treatment have heralded a lively renewal of knowledge,

One of these success stories, mechanical alloying (15),

was used to produce Ni, Co, Fe and Al based oxide

stabilized alloys. It is like so many others (5,28 to

40) unusually expensive, because the production of

master alloy powders, and various elemental constituent

powders for optimum blending and alloying is slow

and expensive, as is the ball milling or attriting

procedure.
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The method of processing used for this project

involved the following steps:

1. Melting or remelting of the fully alloyed master

alloy.

2. Atomization, using methods which made possible

high yields of fine powders (-44p, for example);

however, powders up to 70p or 90p were used

provided the solidification rates were adequate to

produce the desired refined structures. The

atomized powders were fully alloyed except for the

refractory fine oxide which was incorporated during

ball milling. The advantages for rapidly solidified

products over ingotor precision casting products

have been well documented (97). Chemical segregation

in fast cooled superalloy powders is controlled

to a submicron level, massive phases are eliminated

and most important, the solid solubility of

alloying elements can be extended without deleterious

phase reaction. Such fine fully alloyed powders

are relatively cheaply produced.

3. Conversion of the fine powders to flake, see

Table II.

4. Ball milling to incorporate the 200 0A to 4000A

refractory oxide particles (Table III).

The efficacy of the method is demonstrated based

on the parameters outlined in Tables V and VI and in
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structures of Figs. 6 to 9. Alloys N-I and N-2 had

inadequate oxide distributions because of an insufficient

oxide addition and/or non-optimum distribution or

dispersion. The best oxide distributions were identified

with N-3 and N-5. The former had 5 v/o Y203 added

while the latter had 2 v/o Y203 resulting in inter-

particle spacings of 1050 0A and 12100A, respectively.

Y203 , Al203 and Y-Al-0 3 contributed as dispersoids

to the 2.65% of oxides extracted from N-5. For N-3,

2.96% was extracted. Alloys N-1 and N-4 had about the

same oxide content, i.e. 0.9% and 0.85%, respectively,

even though N-I had 0.5 w/o Al and N-4, 5.5 w/o Al.

Perhaps the reason for the behavior can be deduced

from the fact that the reactivity of Al as well as Ti

is reduced when in the alloyed precipitated condition.

The technique of alloying is commonly used in

pyrometallurgy for the addition of volatile elements.

The thermodynamic activities (partial pressures)

of the reactive elements are reduced by alloying

them with one of the major consitituents of the alloy.

An example is the addition of nickel-zirconium to a

molten nickel-base alloy. The alloying technique was

also used in powder metallurgy for the production of

alloys containing reactive components (98). In the

Ni-Al system, it has been shown that the activity

coefficient of Al is 1.8 x 10- 4 on the nickel rich
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side of the intermetallic compound at 982*C. The

activity of aluminum in this compound is reduced

nearly ten-thousand fold beyond a simple Raoults

law dilution (99). This evidence eclipsed whatever

doubts there were of oxidizing completely the reactive

elements Cr, Al, Ti and Zr that were present in

alloys N-l, N-2, N-3, N-4 and N-5.

Significant oxidation of Cr, Al, and Ti did

not occur. Analysis by x-ray, SEM, STEM and TEM

conformed this. Deliberate surface oxidation of

aluminum in N-1 and N-4 did not produce enough

oxide in these alloys. One would have expected a

higher oxide content in N-4 because of its high

aluminum content, but this never materialized.

As shown in Fig. 4a and b, ball milling was

continued until such time that there was consistency

in the morphology of composite particles. The size

of individual particles was not important, but it

was the absence of flake-shaped particles that was.

Additional oxidation of alloying elements was

dependent on oxygen contamination of the argon gas

in the drum or mill. It is surmised that once this

oxygen was used up, further oxidation did not take

place.

What was most reassuring here was the evidence

in Fig, 14. The alloy was saturated with y' precipitates,
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determined to be 59 w/o. IN-100 has been documented

to have 64 w/o y' (86). The heat treatment given to

this alloy (N-5) after the ZAP treatment was as stated

previously, 12320C (22500F)/0.5 hour/AC + 9540C (1750 0F)/

2 hour/AC + 8430C (15500F)/24 hour/AC. There were

two types of y' precipitates. Aging at 9540C resulted

in 1000 to 40000A precipitates and aging at 8430C

precipitated the finer 200*A precipitates. This

disparity in size was expected for two reasons.

First, relief of the supersaturation at 8430C occurred

in part by growth of the larger y' particles already

present. Second, Weins (105) has shown that the

coarsening of a particle was strongly dependent on

the size of the particles which surrounded it. Therefore,

the large particles will coarsen when surrounded by

small particles, and similarly, coarsening of the

small particles will be retarded due to the presence

of the large particles.

Growth of y' has been predicted to obey t '

coarsening kinetics in complex high volume fraction

y' Ni-base alloys by Kriege et al (112). Working with

Udimet 700, the rate of coarsening was given by

3 -3/3 a / ce /3 1 O(r -r = At ( exp0 T 3RT (5)
where: r is the average particle radius at time t

ro is the average particle radius at the time

t=0

A: temperature dependent rate constant
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Ce: concentration of solute (y' forming elements)

in equilibrium with a particle of infinite radius

Q: activation energy which is dependent primarily

upon the diffusion rates of aluminum and titanium

It was suggested that the rates of Y' coarsening and

the activation energy for diffusion found for Udimet

700 hold well for most other Y' containing nickel-base

superalloys. It is not known what effect the presence

of oxides would have on the kinetics, except that

they should conceivably slow it down. The high volume

fraction of Y' in alloy N-5 contributed to the alloys

eventual failure in stress rupture testing. This

observation is addressed later in this discussion.

2. Structural evaluation

The grain size of the alloys in their as-extruded

condition were consistent with observations made by

others (81,83). The highly deformed structures

consisted of submicron sized equiaxed grains containing

numerous annealing twins and a dislocation subgrain

structure. It is believed that the very fine equiaxed

grains were formed during the high temperature soaking

given the highly cold worked flaked alloys before

extrusion. Extrusion provided most of the deformation

needed for developing the structures shown in Figs.

6 through 10. The presence of oxides in acceptable

volume and distribution is of paramount importance

since they helped in retaining the stored energy
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in the substructure. They also effectively pinned

grain boundaries, preventing grain growth during

extrusion. It is this stored energy that provides

the driving force for grain growth during subsequent

ZAP treatments. The wide-range of oxide particle

sizes is illustrated quantitatively in Fig. lla, b

and c and in Table VI. This heterogenity contrasts

with the relatively narrow size distribution that can

be obtained for carbides and precipitates, for example,

y' in conventional alloys. It should be noted that

the larger dispersoid particles present in alloy N-I

were absent in alloys N-2 and N-3. These large

particles were broken up in the latter alloys during

ball milling. This action certainly contributed to

a better distribution of smaller particles and an

improved interparticle spacing.

Alloy N-I demonstrated that in the event of

unacceptable oxide distribution, the as-extruded

grain size is larger than desired, with a modicum

of dislocation subgrain structure.N-1 did recrystallize

after extrusion. A fine sub-structure is preponder-

ant in alloys N-2, N-3 and N-5.

Contrary to the belief of others (81,83,92),

the postulate that recrystallization occurs during

and is complete after extrusion, and that the grain

size increases progressively with extrusion temperature,
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was not supported in this work. The presence of high

concentrations of dislocations and a well developed

substructure in alloys N-2, N-3 and N-5 is too

convincing to justify supporting the proposed

recrystallization claim. The larger grain size of

N-1, i.e. 2.1 resulted from the lack of sufficient

oxides necessary for grain boundary pinning during

extrusion. Alloys N-4 and N-5 had similar compositions;

Y203 was added to the latter, while the former depended

on surface oxidized A12 03. The fact that N-5 had

a smaller grain size (0.4p) than N-4 (0.6P) is

indicative of substantially more pinning of dislocations

and grain boundaries in N-5.

3. Thermomechanical processing

Grant et al (5) obtained increases in the room

temperature yield and tensile strength as well as

improvements in high temperature yield, tensile and

stress rupture properties by thermomechanical treatments.

They attributed this to the formation of particle

stabilized dislocation networks resulting in high

levels of stored energy. Adachi and Grant (60)

proposed that a large amount of stored energy of cold

work in stable arrays is desirable for good high temp-

erature properties. Chin and Grant (34) have experiment-

ally measured a high value of stored energy (0.41 cal./

gm.) to persist up to very high temperatures in a Cu-

1.1 v/o Al2 03 alloy. Rasmussen and Grant (35) suggest
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that it is not only the amount of stored energy, but

also its distribution that must be considered in the

stabilization of OD alloys.

Alloys N-1 and N-2 were thermomechanically treated.

There were increases in room temperature yield and

tensile strengths, and high temperature stress

rupture strength over that of the alloys in their as-

extruded conditions. Extraordinary high temperature

strength values were not obtained. An insufficient

oxide volume content resulted in very poor oxide

distribution, hence stabilization of the structure

resulting from TMT was not effected. Regular and

irregular cell structures were developed varying in

size from 208 0A to 17000A. These were located between

low angle grain boundaries, 2p to 3p in width, as

shown in Fig. 18. The inability of the alloy to

retain this substructure was responsible for their

poor high temperature performance.

The deformation substructure developed in alloys

N-3 and N-5 from processing is a measure of the stored

energy, TMT of these alloys was attempted but was

impossible.

4. Mechanical property determination

a. Room temperature tensile tests

In. the as-extruded condition all the alloys

had high room temperature tensile strengths due to

the extremely fine grain size of the extruded product

and the residual strain energy derived from the
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processing variables of attriting and ball milling.

Both categories of alloys studied responded

to the Petch grain size relationship. For the ODS

solid-solution alloys, N-l, N-2 and N-3, the lowest

yield strength, 127 ksi, was for N-1 with a grain

size of 2.1p; N-3 with the high strength value of

239 ksi, had a grain size of 0.38p. For the ODS

precipitation hardened alloys, N-4 and N-5, the former,

with a grain size of 0.62p, had a yield strength

of 223 ksi, while the latter, with a grain size

of 0.4p, had the highest strength of 326 ksi. The

strength differences between the two categories

are obvious and can be attributed to the presence

of the y' precipitates in the latter category.

The effect of TMT and annealing on room temp-

erature mechanical properties is shown in Table VII.

TMT of the ductile N-l, not only increased the yield

strength, but the yield/tensile ratio, sacrificing

ductility.

Grain coarsening in alloys N-3 and N-5 occurred

in the temperature range 10930C to 13160 C. Annealing

at these temperatures caused a drop in the yield/

tensile ratio and increased the work hardening

response. This decrease in strength is dependent

on the degree of recovery, grain growth and any

particle growth which might have occurred. Clearly,
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any strength increase derived through particle dis-

location interplay was lost due to recovery, recrystall-

ization and grain growth processes. IN 853 (81,83),

a low volume fraction (15 v/o) Y'-oxide dispersed

stabilized Ni-base superalloy displayed similar

characteristics. Some properties for this alloy are

given in Table VII for comparison.

b. Elevated temperature stability

One hour anneals for all the alloys at progress-

ively higher temperatures demonstrated the stability

that oxide particles impart to the highly strained

structures. Alloys such as N-3 and N-5 remained

stable to 10930C because of suitable dispersions of

Y203 , A1203 and Y-Al-0 3 , with small interparticle

spacings. N-1 and N-2, with larger interparticle

spacings did not maintain stability out to high

temperatures. Lack of stability was determined to

depend on large IPS, which was conducive to recovery,

recrystallization, grain growth and particle coarsening.

Particles were either Y' precipitates in the case of

N-4 and N-5, and/or the hard oxide particles.

Some correlation between the stability of

ODS alloys as indicated by room temperature hardness

versus annealing temperature data (Appendix I) and

stress for 100 hour rupture life values (Appendix II)

is evident. Enhancing the stability of the structure

by having a uniform particle distribution is reflected
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from hardness versus annealing temperature data, and

is confirmed by improved rupture strengths at elevated

temperatures. This observation was also made by

Grewal (90). It is significant in view of the

simplicity of annealing studies, and should serve

well for anticipating the trends in the stress rupture

behavior of ODS Ni-base alloys.

c. Recrystallization and elevated temperature

stress rupture strength

Grain boundaries are a source of weakness for

high temperature properties of the complex ODS Ni-base

superalloys. As a result, increases in GAR cause

corresponding increases in high temperature rupture

properties. The ZAP process produced larger and more

elongated grains in the alloys (N-3 and N-5) invest-

igated than those achieved by standard heat treatments,

and thereby enhanced stress rupture properties. ZAP

processing of N-3 resulted in similar 982 0C/100 hour

rupture stress to annealed N-3 but was superior at

higher temperatures and for longer times. Both

conditions increased the 982 0C/100 hour rupture stress

by more than a factor of three over that obtained for

N-3 as-extruded. ZAP treatment of N-5 gave 982 0C/

100 hour rupture stress some four times that of the

as-extruded and over twice that obtained by standard

recrystallization heat treatments. Rupture ductilities
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after ZAP treatments were generally lower than that

for the as-extruded condition, and similar to that

for standard heat treatments.

The maximum rate of specimen motion at which

the columnar structure was achieved was found to

depend on alloy composition and structure, on materials

processing history, and on ZAP parameters. Under

proper conditions, new grains were formed initially

in the hot zone and grew in an opposite direction to

the motion of the specimen. The first grains to

form were relatively equiaxed but the steep temperature

gradient suppressed nucleation of new grains and

encouraged growth competition among existing grains.

Those grains with the highest boundary mobility grew

at the expense of those with less mobile boundaries.

As the specimen traversed the gradient, the grain

size increased to a maximum size which depended not

only on the structure of the starting material, but

also on several ZAP parameters. These included

steepness of the temperature gradient, the rate of

movement of the specimen and orientation with respect

to the working direction.

Recrystallization.temperature was the most

important variable of the starting material. The

recrystallization response was different between

solid solution and precipitation strengthened ODS
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alloys. The former (Y' free) exhibits a recrystall-

ization response that is entirely dependent upon the

material's prior thermomechanical history. In contrast,

the high Y' alloy shows a delayed response. This

behavior is attributed to the higher level of stored

energy present and the presence of y' precipitates

which must first be solutionized before there can

be any response. A fine uniform distribution

of oxides proved essential to storage of energy.

Maximum ZAP rate is thought to be controlled by the

mobility of the interface between recrystallized

and as-worked material. For N-3 the interface

temperature was >13000C and mobility was 7.6 cm.

(3.0 inch)/hour to 15.2 cm. (6.0 inch)/hour, while

for N-5, the interface temperature was >12600C

and mobility was 3.8 cm. (1.5 inch)/hour to 7.6 cm.

(3.0 inch)/hour.

Evaluation of ZAP treated material showed that

the dispersoid size was not affected by the treatment.

Dislocations were virtually absent and strong (100)

recrystallization textures were developed.

The mechanism by which a large, elongated,

textured grain structure is produced from a randomly

oriented as-worked structure is uncertain, but two

factors are postulated to be governing; it has been

reported previously (101) that:
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1. boundary mobility is a function of the orientation

of the boundary with respect to crystallographic

orientation of the growing grain and

2. grain boundary mobility was shown to be strongly

dependent upon the directional effects supplied

by the distribution of the dispersoid particles.

The combination of these two effects yields not

only irregular shaped grains but also a recrystallization

texture (Figs. 21 and 22). Hence only those nuclei thatare

oriented so that the crystallographic "fast growth

direction" coincides with the direction which has the

lowest density of grain boundary pinning agents will

have highly mobile boundaries. This conclusion is

reasonable in view of the fact that the dispersoids

are heterogeneously distributed. The (100) was

the fast growth direction for both N-3 and N-5.

A stress for 100 hour rupture life at 10930C

of 22 ksi was obtained for alloy N-5. Fig. 37

demonstrates that this alloy has comparable strength

properties to some of the best reported alloys, viz.

MA6000E. One important finding of this work is the

fact that stress rupture fracture may have emanated

with the cracking of y' precipitates. Alloy N-5 had

about 60% y', while MA6000E is reported to have

39% Y' (19) with 10930 C/100 hour rupture stress of

24 ksi. The difference in strength could be attributed
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to the high y' content of N-5. This y' was sitting

in a matrix made stronger by the presence of fine

oxide particles. On applying the stress during

stress rupture testing, the weaker y' particles

yielded in preference to the stronger matrix. All

of the cracks were discerned in the larger y'

precipitates. Hence, some modification of the

heat treatment given, intended to eliminate the

formation of the larger y' particles, would have

been appropriate.

With a stress for 100 hour rupture life at

10930C of 22 ksi, alloy N-5 has exhibited high temp-

erature strength second only to MA6000E. Its strength

excels some of the best superalloys available today viz.,

DS MAR-M 200, DS eutectics (y/y'-6) and single crystal

alloys (PWA 1409), Appendix IV and Fig. 37 compare

the high temperature rupture strength of many different

types of nickel base alloys. The cost effective and

very simple method of processing used for N-5 make it

an interesting candidate over alloy MA6000E and many

other alloys for industrial applications.
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CHAPTER VI

Conclusions

1. Oxide dispersion stabilized Ni-base alloys

were processed by relatively simple steps which

should be cost effective, were developed and character-

ized.

2. It was established that fully prealloyed

powders manufactured from remelt cast ingots via

atomization (rapid solidification) can be used if:

i. rapidly solidified powders are first

comminuted to a sufficiently thin flake

thickness preferably one to two microns.

ii. fine refractory oxides are incorporated

into a previously flaked, alloyed product

either by ball milling or by high

energy attriting.

3. Complex alloys with high percentages of

chromium, or superalloys with highly reactive elements

such as aluminum and titanium can be attritor processed

in a slurry, then ball milled (or treated in a high

energy attritor) in an inert atmosphere without

significant Cr20 3 formation and without oxidizing to

unacceptable levels the aluminum and titanium which are

important for precipitation strengthening purposes.

4. Oxide dispersion stabilized alloys do not

recrystallize during or after extrusion. The submicron
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sized grains are formed before extrusion. Extrusion

then contributes to a highly worked, highly strained

matrix, with a high dislocation density. Cell formation

is evident and indicates the tremendous levels of energy

stored in the deformation substructure.

5. The importance of a satisfactory distribution

of fine oxides to the development of the deformation

substructure and to the storage and eventual release

of energy as a driving force for grain growth was

established.

6. Thermomechanical treatments (TMTs), for example,

swaging with intermediate anneals, as a mechanism

for stabilization of oxide dispersed alloys is restricted

to simple alloy systems. The more complex alloys

cannot as readily be TMTed. Their deformation

substructures developed during processing (attriting,

ball milling and extruding) have achieved their optimum

energy level and further working is restricted.

7. Recrystallization response is different

between solid solution and precipitation strengthened

ODS alloys. The former showed a more immediate

response. The delayed response exhibited by the latter

is due to:

i. the higher-level of stored energy present.

ii. the presence of y' precipitates which must

first be solutionized before there can be

any response.
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8. For solid solution and precipitation strengthened

ODS alloys, annealing above 13160 C (24000F) and 12430C

(22700F) respectively causes abrupt increases in grain

size to coarse elongated structures (typically 10 mm. x

2 mm. and 8 mm. x 2 mm., respectively).

9. Columnar grain structures with high GAR were

successfully produced. A ZAP rate of 3 inch/hour was

established as being satisfactory for both types of

alloys. A maximum and minimum rate of specimen travel

through the hot zone was observed, above which and below

which columnar grains no longer formed. The micro-

structures developed by the ZAP process were found

to be dependent upon:

i. the presence and uniform distribution of

the fine refractory oxide particles.

ii. the metal working history of the specimen,

i.e. the total energy stored.

iii. the severity of the temperature gradient

and,

iv. the rate of specimen movement through the

gradient.

Also, the width of columnar grains of an ODS

precipitation strengthened alloy was always greater than

that of a solid solution ODS alloy.

10. As-extruded bar is Very strong at room temperature

with low ductility. Alloys given standard annealing

treatments to develop coarse elongated grain structures
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or ZAP processed to produced columnar high GAR grain

structures have lower room temperature tensile strengths,

but the stress rupture strengths were increased

dramatically.

11. The severity of cracking during stress rupture

was shown to decrease from N-1 to N-5 due primarily

to a better balance of strengthening modes in grains

and at grain boundaries. Generally, cracking was

intergranular, with transgranular cracking being

restricted to alloy N-5. Intergranular cracks were

observed more readily at grain boundary segments

inclined to the stress axis. This is as expected.

It is possible that for such a high y' (59%) alloy,

crack initiation could be associated with the cracking

observed in y' precipitates.

12. Alloy N-5 displayed the best high temperature

behavior with stresses for 100 hour lives at 9820C and

1093*C of 28 ksi (193 MPa) and 22 ksi (152 MPa),

respectively.
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CHAPTER VII

Suggestions for Further Work

1. To process an ODS superalloy using a high

energy attritor in preference to a ball mill. This

could conceivably reduce processing time by half.

2. To process an oxide dispersion stabilized

IN-100 by:

i. varying the volume fraction of oxide

added from 0.5 to 1.5 v/o,

ii. changing the heat treatment after ZAP

processing, i.e., in addition to 12320 C/

0.5 hour/AC + 954 0C/2 hour/AC + 843 0C/24

hour/AC, use 1232 0C/0.5 hour/AC + 843 0C/

24 hour/AC. The latter treatment will

eliminate the coarse (0.40) y' precipitates

formed in the former.

These combined actions should create a more ductile

matrix, allowing for accomodation of deformation within

the grains and across grain boundaries and improved

high temperature properties.

3. To process an ODS superalloy with a leaner volume

fraction of y', i.e., 30% to 45%, while at the same

time varying the oxide content from 0.5 v/o to 2.0 v/o.

4. Studies on ODS alloys, viz. MA6000E (20),

IN753 (107), IN853 (108) and TD-Ni (109) have revealed

them to have endurance ratios (107 fatigue strength/UTS)
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twice those of conventional superalloys. Also, the

fatigue resistance of MA6000E was significantly better

than that of MAR-M200 in conventionally cast or direct-

ionally solidified form (20). Further work should be

done to determine both low and high cycle fatigue

behavior of alloys developed by the simple and cheap

process utilized in this work. The modes of crack

propagation and fracture should be investigated.

The importance of this type of work is significant

since aligned microstructures were shown (110) to be

potentially deficient in their inability to resist

shear at blade root (gas turbine hardware) attachments

when stressed in a direction coinciding with that of

the aligned grain boundaries.

5. That a study of alloys processed by the

method of this work in which the effect of differing

extrusion ratios and temperatures on structures and

properties is determined. This will certainly

optimize conditions for the best high temperature

strength characteristics.
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APPENDIX I

A. Specimen Preparation for Optical Metallography

Specimens (bulk and powders) were mounted in

bakelite and ground through 600 grit silicon carbide

polishing paper. Polishing was done on felt wheels

with 0.3 and 0.06 micron alumina in distilled water.

Kalling's Reagent was used as the etchant.

B. Specimen Preparation for Electron Microscopy

1. Transmission Electron Microscopy

3.05 to 3.1 millimeter diameter bar specimens

were machined from bulk specimens. (Thin slices were

machined from bulk specimens.) Thin slices of 0.015

inch thickness were then cut from the bar specimens

with a high concentration diamond wafering blade

that was oil cooled. The disc specimens were then

polished to a final thickness of 0.004 inch using

240 through 600 grit silicon carbide paper.

Final polishing was accomplished on the Fishione

dual jet electrolytic polisher. Two types of polishing

solutions were used. For alloys N-l, N-2 and N-3,

the solution was 90% methanol-10% perchloric acid

and was maintained at -520 C by a dry ice and acetone

cooling system. A current density of 25 milliampers

was sufficient to thin a specimen in 10 minutes.

For alloys N-4 and N-5, the electrolyte was 90%

glacial acetic acid-10% perchloric acid at ambient
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temperature. A current density that varied between 35

and 40 milliampers was sufficient to thin a specimen

in 5 minutes. After completion of the jet polishing

process, the specimens were cleaned by dipping them

in baths of methanol, distilled water, ethanol, distilled

water with a final rinse of ethanol.

2. Scanning Electron Microscopy

Both powders and fracture surfaces were mount-

ed directly onto a specimen stage treated with a

commercial conductive silver paint. After drying,

the specimens were transferred to a vacuum chamber

and gold coated.
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APPENDIX III

Stress Rupture Data

8150C

Alloy and Condition Stress Rupture Elong
psi (MPa) time (hrs.) (%)

N-l; As Extr. + 20% R.A.

WIA 9820C

N-I; As Extr. + 20% R.A.

WIA 750%C + 1 hr. 11000C

+10% R.A.

N-2; As Extr. + 80%

R.A. WIA 12600C

N-l; As Extr.

N-1; As Extr.

N-1; As Extr.

WIA 7500C

N-1; As Extr.

WIA 8150C

N-1: As Extr.

WIA 8150C

N-1; As Extr.

WIA 815 0C

N-1; As Extr.

WIA 9820C

.A

+ 30% R.A.

+ 20% R.A.

+ 20% R.A.

+ 30% R.A.

+ 60% R.A.

+ 20% R.A.

12,000 (83)

8,000

18,000

11,000

25,000

15,000

9820C

6,000

3,000

4,000

3,000

4,000

3,000

4,000

2,500

4,000

2,500

4,500

3',000

5,000

3,500

(55)

(124)

(76)

(172)

(103)

(41)

(21)

(28)

(21)

(28)
(21)

(28)

(17)

(28)

(17)

(31)

(21)

(34)

(24)

1.0

60.0

5.1

65.0

0.5

25.0

0.3

3.0

0.8

5.0

0.6

4.0

1.1

21.0

1.0

25.0

1.9

28.3

2.1

19.5

- 8.0

9.0

4.0

8.0

10.0

4.0

15.0

5.0

5.0 6.5

- 17.0

- 18.5

- 8.0

- 10.0

- 2.2

- 2.0

- 4.5

4.9 4.8

- 4.9

4.4 5.6

- 5.4

6.0 6.7

- 8.5

5.5 8.5

N-1;-.As Extr. + 40% R.A. 6,000 (41)

R.A.
(%)

1,1 , '8.5
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WIA 982 0C

N-2; As Extr.

N-2; As Extr.

WIA 1260 0C

N-2; As Extr.

WIA 12600C

N-3; As Extr.

+ 40% R.A.

+ 80% R.A.

N-3; As Extr. + 0.5

13160C/AC

N-3; As Extr. + ZAP

hr at 13000 C

N-3; As Extr. + ZAP

3"/hr at 1300*C

N-4; As Extr. + ZAP

0.75"/hr at 12600C

N-4; As Extr. + ZAP

3"/hr at 1260*C

N-5; As Extr.

hr/

611"/

N-5; As Extr. + 12430C/

0.5 hr/AC + 954 0C/2hr/

AC + 843 0C/24 hr/AC

N-5; As Extr. + ZAP

3"./hr at 12600C

982 0C (Cont'd)

4,000 (28)

6,000 (41)

3,000 (21)

6,000 (41)

4,000 (28)

6,000 (41)

3,700 (26)

6,000 (41)

4,000 (28)

15,000 (103)

8,500 (59)

10,000 (69)

8,500 (59)

12,000 (83)

9,500 (66)

10,000 (69)

6,000 (41)-

10,000 (69)

6,000 (41)

10,000 (69)

8,000 (55)

15,000 (103)

12,000

35,000

25,000

(83)

(241)

(172)

60.0

0.5

7.0

2.5

60.0

0.5

25.0

1.0

10.0

0.2

140.0

9.0

25.0

9.5

85.0

0.3

6.0

0.2

12.0

0.6

15.0

23.1

125.0

0.35

114.4

12.5 12.0

45.0 40.0

65.0 50.0

4.0 4.0

5.5 6.3

- 2.0

3.5 3.0

- 15.0

22.0 18.0

3.2 5.6

4.5 7.5

3.0 4.5

3.5 3.0

2.2 3.2

5.5 8.0

2.4 5.0

1.6 3.0

0.2 2.5

4.5 4.1

5.4 15.2

6.0 19.4

4.2 5.5

10.4

1.5

9.4

11.5

3.0

12.4



N-5; As Extr. + ZAP

1.5"/hr at 1260WC

N-5; As Extr. + ZAP

3"/hr at 1260WC

9820C (Cont'd)

35,000 (241) 0.7

24,000 (166) 110.7

1093OC

27,000 (186) 1.5

23,000 (159) 43.5

21,500 (148) 72.5

170

2.4

9.0

2.1

4.5

3.5

3.5

11.5

3.5

6.5

6.2
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APPENDIX III

Stress for 100 Hour Rupture Life

8150C

Alloy and Condition

N-1; As Extr. + 20% R.A. WIA 982 0C

N-1; As Extr. + 20% R.A. WIA 7500C

+1 hr/1100OC/AC + 10% R.A.

Stress psi (MPa)

7800 (54)

10,500 (72)

N-2; As Extr.

N-1; As Extr.

N-1; As Extr.

N-1; As Extr.

N-l; As Extr.

N-1; As Extr.

N-l; As Extr.

N-1; As Extr.

N-2; As Extr.

N-2; As Extr.

N-2; As Extr.

N-3; As Extr.

N-3; As Extr.

N-3; As Extr.

N-3; As Extr.

N-4; As Extr.

N-4; As Extr.

+ 80% R.A. WIA 12600C

982WC

+ 30% R.A.

+ 20% R.A. WIA 7500C

+ 20% R.A. WIA 8150C

+ 30% R.A. WIA 8150C

+ 60% R.A. WIA 8150C

+ 20% R.A. WIA 9820C

+ 40% R.A. WIA 9820C

40% R.A. WIA 12600C

80% R.A. WIA 12600C

+ 0.5hr/1316OC/AC

+ ZAP 3"/hr at 13000C

+ ZAP 6"/hr at 13000C

+ ZAP 0.75"/hr at 1260 0C

+ ZAP 3"/hr at 12600C

13,000 (90)

2000 (14)

2000 (14)

2000 (14)

2100 (14.5)

2700 (18.6)

2700 (18.6)

3000 (21)

2000 (14)

4500 (31)

3500 (24)

2800 (19)

10,000 (69)

9700 (67)

8000 (55)

3600 (25)

4600 (32)
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9820C (Cont'd)

N-5; As Extr.

N-5; As Extr. + 1243*C/2hr/FC/1150*C/AC

+ 9540C/2hr/AC + 843 0 C/24hr/AC

N-5; As Extr. + ZAP 1.5"/hr at 1260*C

N-5; As Extr. + ZAP 3'/hr at 12600C

1093 0C

N-5; As Extr. + ZAP 3"/hr at 12600C

7500 (52)

12,000 (83)
23,500 (162)

27,500 (190)

22,000 (152)
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APPENDIX IV

Comparison of Stress for 100 Hour

Rupture Life for Several Superalloys

100 Hour Rupture Strength

Alloy

MAR-M 200(DS)

MAR-M 200
(Cast)

IN100(Cast)

MAR-M 509
(Co-base)

PWA 1409(Mono

9820C
Ref. (18000F)

95 29(200)

95 26(179)

95 25(172)

95 15(103)

10380C
(19000 F)

20(138)

16(110)

18(124)

12(83)

ksi (MPa)

10930C
(20000F)

9(62)

8(55)

crystal) 111 30(207)


